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The publication of Judges is replete with girl figurations, and has, therefore, got loads of
recognition from feminist critics. This quantity of essays, however, alterations the incentive at
the back of A Feminist Companion to Judges this obvious centrality of girl figures, claiming that
during truth robust androcentric premises underlie the texts. the final subject matter of this
glowing assortment focusses on wives, daughters and mothers, and their relationships. An
introductory part surveys the ladies of Judges, research satire, paradigm and deviation and the
midrashic sources; Brenner and Van Dyck examine the tale and music of Deborah; Fuchs and
Exum flip their consciousness to Jephthah's daughter; Amit and Reinhartz examine ladies within
the Samson story. Finally, 3 essays, together with one through Mieke Bal, take care of the
brutal finale of the ebook in chapters 19-21.
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